The Ward identities in Kontsevich-like 1-matrix models are used to prove at the level of discrete matrix models the suggestion of Gava and Narain, which relates the degree of potential in asymmetric 2-matrix model to the form of W-constraints imposed on its partition function.
Introduction
Matrix models, originally developed [1] as an alternative approach to (so far 2-dimensional) quantum gravity, are now understood to possess a deep and interesting mathematical structure of their own. Indeed, their partition functions are usually subjected to infinite sets of constraints, which can be formulated in a form of differential equations with respect to the "time"-variables, and as a corollary they appear proportional to "τ -functions" of integrable hierarchies [2] .
While this general scheme is more or less well understood at the level of discrete 1-matrix models [3, 4] , it is still in many respects an open question when continuum limit and/or multimatrix models are concerned. An important breakthrough in the study of continuum limit of 1-matrix models is due to a recent conjecture of M.Kontsevich [5] , who in fact suggested that the proper continuum limit of the Hermitean 1-matrix model can be described in terms of a somewhat different matrix model, to be 
with W [X] = X 3 and N −→ ∞. This conjecture was strongly supported by a recent proof [6] that partition function of Kontsevich's model satisfies exactly the same set of differential equations (Virasoro constraints [2] ) as continuum limit of the original Hermitean 1-matrix model (so that it remains only to understand what are the requirements, which guarantee the uniqueness of the solution of these Virasoro constraints). In [1] it was shown that Virasoro constraints arise from the obvious Ward identities, satisfied by F (Λ) ,
as a result of a change (Miwa transformation) of the argument
In its turn, eq. (2) states that the integral (1) is invariant under infinitesimal shift of integration variable,
The implication of Kontsevich's conjecture in this context (for more physical implication see ref. [6] ) is that the Miwa transformation (3) allows us to substitute a sophisticated double-scaling limit in conventional matrix models [1] by a naive limit of N −→ ∞ in the model like (1) . This opens promising possibilities in the study of continuum matrix models.
Somewhat unexpectedly this fresh view on continuum limits provides also a new approach to the study of discrete multimatrix models. One of the main problems about them is the lack of understanding (and even a derivation) of differential equations which substitute Virasoro constraints of 1-matrix models (and are believed [2] to be expressible in terms of generators of W-algebras). What we are going to demonstrate in this letter is that just the same Ward identities (2) for the matrix integral (1) provide a simple proof of the W-like constraints in a discrete (i.e. at finite N ) 2-matrix model.
Moreover, the recent observation due to E.Gava and K.Narain [7] , stating that the spin of W-constraint in fact coincides with the power of potential W [X] is naturally explained in this way. (This suggestive result has been obtained in [7] by a tedious examination of continuum limit of loop equations for specific 2-matrix model with W [X] = X 3 ).
The main results
The partition function of the discrete Hermitean 2-matrix model [8] is given by a double integral over N × N Hermitean matrices X and Λ :
The potentials V and W are conventionally parameterized by the corresponding time-variables
and the partition function Z V,W is usually treated as a functional of {t k } and {s k }. Below we will use the obvious notation Z V,W ≡ Z W {t k }. While in [2] it was suggested that the continuum (i.e. N → ∞) limit of Z V,W in the case of W = V (this K = ∞) is annihilated by a set of operators which form W 3 -algebra, the results of ref. [7] imply, at least, that the structure of constraints in the asymmetric situation W = V is more complicated: generators of W K -algebra (expressed in terms of t-variables) annihilate Z W {t k } whenever W [X] is a polynomial of power K. Our purpose below is to explore the origin of this important phenomenon in the most transparent way.
The natural derivation arises from comparison of eqs. (5) and (2) . Indeed:
After integration by parts it turns into
The leading term in the sum on the r.h.s., i.e.
is a "classical" 2 piece of the operator W [7] .
In general, the Ward identity (7) can be rewritten as a set of constraints
They obey recurrent relatioñ
In order to derive (12) one has to take explicitly one derivative ∂/∂Λ tr in (11):
Eqs.(13) and, especially, (14) are trivially derived. Eqs. (12) and (13) imply that all theW (k) -operators are in fact proportional to linear combinations of Virasoro operators L =W (2) . This may explain how in the continuum limit a single Ward identity (10) can give rise to entire set of constraints with lower spins. However, this topic is beyond the scope of this Letter. The continuum limit of these eqs. may be studied along the lines of [7] .
3 Formulation in terms of [9, 10] While from the point of view of derivations it is illuminating first to study the simplest Ward identity (3) in the "1-matrix component" of 2-matrix model, and then apply it to the (more sophisticated) analysis of 2-matrix case, it is of course possible to treat the resulting W-constraints (10) as Ward identities in the entire 2-matrix model, related to the following infinitesimal change of integration variables
This variation of variables induces the variation of potential:
The first term in this expression gives rise to the "classical" part ofW-algebra and the second one produces the derivative ∂/∂t p+1 in (10).
While the X-component of the variation (16) (which is of course nothing but (3)) does not change the integration measure DXDΛ, this is not true for Λ-component. The corresponding Jacobian is responsible for the "quantum" contributions to (16) and (17).
Eqs. (16)- (17) provide a possible generalization to the 2-matrix case of the derivation [9, 10] of the Virasoro constraints in the discrete 1-matrix model from the Ward identities associated with the shift
4 Some results aboutW-operators
A short summary
The purpose of this section is to begin the systematic study ofW-constraints.
First of all we should stress that eq.(11) defines only positive (p 1 − K, to be exact) harmonics
We do not address the structure of entireW (K) -operators below.
Second, an important question is whether the set ofW-constraints (10) is closed. We shall demonstrate in sect.4.3 below that this is indeed the case. Namely it will be proved that
where the notation Span implies all possible linear combinations with coefficients linearly depending of times and derivatives and r 1 − K as long as p, q 1 − K. (In order to complete the proof one should also demonstrate that the commutators ofW
with lower-spin operatorsW (n) , n < K are appropriately adjusted. This piece of the proof is omitted from sect.4 at the moment: we do not know any elegant way to represent the entire algebra ofW-operators.) It deserves noting that (18) remains a highly non-trivial property ofW-algebra: by no means it follows from the fact thatW (18) is absolutely crucial for the closeness of the set of constraints (11) . The fact that this set is indeed closed makes an interesting exercise to observe the appearance of the entire tower ofW (n) -constraints (with all spins n K) in the continuum limit from the single spin-K constraint at the discrete level.
Third, just the sameW-operators were found in [6] in a somewhat different context. In sect 4.5 we shall prove that they are really the same, thus demonstrating a kind of universal nature ofW-operators, at least, in the framework of discrete matrix models.
Fourth, the fact that the commutator ofW (K) -operators in (18) is not just proportional toW
is not a Lie algebra (to make it similar to W ∞ , at least, the basis should be changed). This makesW even more similar to conventional W-algebras which are also non-linear and closed as soon as only operatorsW (n) of spins n K are considered.
Thus the subject ofW-algebras may deserve further investigation.
Other formulations ofW-operators
Before we turn to the derivation of (18) let us present an explicit expressions for the first members of thẽ
For comparison we write down conventional W-operators:
These operators can be expressed in terms of free field. Let us introduce also the corresponding current (its negative modes are described by eq.(14)):
Now W-operators can be described as
where standard normal ordering :. . . : implies that all positive current modes should be pulled to the left and commutators should be thrown out.
Alternatively, standard normal ordering one can introduce another one (we shall denote it as ‡ . . . ‡ ) which permits one to reproduceW-operators from the same formulas (24). Namely, new ordering implies that the terms with "wrong" order of current modes should be just thrown out. Let us consider two simplest examples. The first is the Virasoro case, where positive generators can be written as a sum of three terms:
Then the standard normal ordering leads to the expression (21):
but new ordering gives (23):L
Here it is certainly possible to turn these expressions into each other by trivial rescaling of time variables.
But this is already not the case when consideringW (3) -generators.
Indeed, the proper sum of currents in theW 3 -case is:
Then terms in brackets are equal to each other under standard normal ordering and we obtain the formula (22).
In the case ofW 
. . .
Its characteristic property is that ‡AB ‡ = ‡A( ‡B ‡) ‡ , but ‡AB ‡ = ‡( ‡A ‡)B ‡.
The last comment concerns the possibility to reformulate the actual constraints (10) in terms of purẽ W (K) -operators by appropriate shift of time variables. While this is trivial to do in the case of K = 2 :
things become worse already for K = 3. Namely, even to absorb derivative ∂/∂t p+3 intoW (3) p one needs to perform a complicated recursive redefinition of times:
Thus it is clear that the most we can achieve is to adjust {∆t k } in such a way, that the expression in braces in the last term is equal to − δ n,1 . Such adjusting is always possible, at least, in the iteration form ∆t 1 = 0 ,
but it does not seem too illuminating.
Computation of [W
To evaluate this commutator we shall make direct use of the definition (11) ofW-operators and note that Λ and t k are independent (and, therefore, commuting) variables. Thus
so that
(to simplify the formulae below we considerW
Our strategy in the derivation of (18) from the r.h.s. of (35) is as follows:
(i) Let us carry the second (−∂/∂Λ tr ) K at the r.h.s. of (35) to the left. Neglecting all the commutators of (−∂/∂Λ tr ) K with Λ q+K , one obtains
which cancels in the commutator (35). Therefore, only the terms (Λ q+K ) βα , (−∂/∂Λ tr ) K γδ from the commutator are of interest, and we can consider
instead of the r.h.s. of (35).
(ii) Expression in braces in (37) contains at most K − 1 derivatives. Let us pull all these derivatives to the right and then use the relation
Then the factor kt k can be pulled to the very left, since t k 's commute with all Λ's and ∂/∂Λ tr 's.
(iii) What remains now from expressions in braces in (35) is a combination of powers of Λ's which in fact has only two free indices βα. Therefore, each item can be written as (Λ a ) βα with some power a multiplied by some contribution of trΛ b with various powers of b. All these traces can be shiftted to the right. Then we use the fact that
Again ∂/∂t b can be carried to the left of all Λ ′ s and ∂/∂Λ ′ tr s (but to the right of t ′ k s which are arising at the step (ii)).
(iv) Thus we got rid of all contributions like ∂/∂Λ tr and trΛ b to the braces in (37). What remains is (a linear combination with "coefficients" made from kt k and ∂/∂t b of)
This is just the statement (18).
Two manifest examples
In order to illustrate this somewhat abstract consideration we present now two more explicit examples.
The first one concerns Virasoro operatorsW (2) -it is a quite trivial case. The expression from braces in (37) is now (note that (∂/∂Λ tr ) αβ = (∂/∂Λ) βα ):
and the r.h.s. of (35) becomes
i.e.
[W (2) p ,W
as it was expected. This example is not very representative as the steps (ii) and (iii) are in fact absent.
Another example ofW (3) -operators involves all the steps (i)-(iv). Expression in braces in (37) is now
In order to complete the step (ii) we should carry the remaining derivatives ∂/∂Λ in the second sum to the right, so that the r.h.s. of (44) transforms into
Using the (38) we can turn it into
Steps (iii) and (iv) are now trivial and we read off from (46):
For p > q the item in square brackets on the r.h.s. can be equivalently rewritten as
For illustrative purposes let us show that operatorsW
p + α(∂/∂t p+3 ) also form a closed set of constraints for p −2. In accordance with (47), (48), it is enough to check that as soon as p > q −2
The l.h.s. of this relation is easily evaluated with the help of explicit formula (20) forW
and is equal to
It is a trivial arithmetic exercise to check that (50) coincides with the r.h.s. of (49) as soon as p > q −2.
4.5W-constraints in Kontsevich's like models
In order to add new colours to the picture ofW-constraints let us present some details concerning their appearance in the framework of 1-matrix Kontsevich's models. Indeed, as shown in [6] 
for any function F {t k } with the arguments
We shall demonstrate now thatW (K) -operators in the r.h.s. of (51) are exactly the same asW (K) 's of this paper defined through (11)
In order to prove the equivalence ofW-operators in (51) and (54) we take F {t k } = e trV , where
Then it remains to prove that (56) satisfies
The r.h.s. of (57) may be further simplified: the sum over p is easily evaluated and gives
so that (57) becomes a trivial identity
To make this proof a bit more transparent let us repeat it for the case of N = 1 (just numbers m and λ instead of matrices M and Λ): (52)- (53)). This is however beyond the scope of the present paper: the purpose of this section was to demonstrate thatW-operators arise at least in two different contexts.
Conclusion
To conclude, we demonstrated that the Ward-identities of Kontsevich-like models, derived in [6] , are enough to obtain a closed (and presumably) complete set of Ward identities (loop equations) in discrete 2-Hermitean matrix model. These loop-equations involveW-operators acting on one of potentials in the 2-matrix model, while the "highest" spin involved in these operators coincides with the power of another potential.
3 This statement is the discrete counterpart of the suggestion of Gava and Narain [7] , concerning the "asymmetric" (i.e. two potentials do not coincide) continuum limit of 2-matrix model, which is probably different from the symmetric limit, originally examined in [2] .
We demonstrated also that these unconventionalW-operators arise at least at two slightly different Detailed study ofW-algebras, their relations to conventional W-algebras, their continuum limits (in the matrix-model sense) etc. deserve further analysis, which is beyond the scope of this Letter.
